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Foreword 

The Ready Writing Contest makes sense because it encourages 

students to make sense with words. No need in education today-not 

even the desperate lack of scientists in certain fields-is more im

portant to the general welfare and the general security than an ability 

to write, speak and understand. 

Clarity in communication is more important, however, than a mere 

social device. It is a means of establishing the integrity and the use

fulness of the individual. Such skill as this contest encourages and 

develops is therefore a fundamental in the kind of education to which 

the wisest Americans have always aspired. 

HARRY H. RANSOM 

Chancellor 
The University of Texas 



The Nature of the Contest 

A common misapprehension about The Cni\·ersity of T exas Inter
scholastic League Ready Writing Contest is that it is designed to en
courage those who in the future will write the "literature" of the 
United States . It is commonly thought that the contest is one in ' 'c re
ati\·e" writing, and that only those who have a special "gift" or 
" talent" or "fl.air" for writing should attempt to participate. 

There are three good reasons why the abo\·e notions are incorrec t. 
For one thing, the number of people \vho are interested in bccomin s
authors is so small that the contest would ha\·e little appea l. ~lo re 

importanth-, the students who will be our future authors need no 
encouragement ; they have something to say and are so interested in 
sayin ~ it that they will write and keep righ t on \Hiting e\·en in the 
face of downright discouragement. A contest to stimulate their interest 
would be superfluous. The final reason is the impossibility of holding 
a contest in "creative" writing. In the first place, no judge can de
termine whether a short story is better than a familiar essay or a poem 
or vi\·id passage of desc ription, all three of \\·hi ch ha\·e been submitted 
in the same contest. Besides, it is quite difficult to do creati\·e \Hiting 
under contest conditions ; either a contestant comes wi th a memorized 
story on which he 1 and perhaps his teacher ; has worked for weeks, 
or he must face a ridiculous assignment such as " write a short story 
(or a poem ·1 about a bear." 

So instead of "creati,·e" writing, which fe\v people will e\·er do after 
their school days, the contest is devoted to the kind of writing· which 
rveryonc needs to be able to do well-exposition. Exposition is noth
ing but explana tion-explana tion of what something is or ho\\' 
something \\·orks, explanati on of exactly what you belie\·e should be 
done and \\·h;· \'OU think others should agree \\·ith you, explanation of 
how important something is and why it is important. 

It is clear that every student spends a vast number of his wakin!! 
hours in listening to, reading, talking, or writing exposition. His 
textbooks a re all explanations, his teachers' teaching is explanation , 
his answers in class or on tests are explanations, and e\-Cn the poores t 
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schola r has need of the ability to make good explanations "hen he 
brings home his report ca rd. In fact , when the st11den t is not being 
bombarded with yarious forms of exposition he is busy himself 
bombarding others with it. 

And death offers the onl y escape from this two-\1·a1· bombardment . 
If rine goes to college, he must learn from expositon· books or lec tures 
and prove that he's learned by writing expository examinations. After 
college is over, or if he doesn't go to college, he will find that he must 
read and give directions, expla in processes or ideas, convi nce others 
he is right . H e will find , in short, that the abi li ty to handle exposition 
is the most essential skill in his life . 

It is, then, primarily because of its ne1·er-ending im1,onance to 
eYeryone that expository writing is called for in the R eady Writing 
contest ; and th us it is quite trulv a contest for all. 

A contest in expository \Hiting can be conducted on a basis of 
really fair competition. Since all entries are "explanations," it is pos
sible for the judges to decide 11·h ich one is best. Ancl exposit ion can 
be written under contest conditions, for the abilit\· to explain no t 
only well but readily is of the utmost importance to every indi-
1·idual. Prepared and memorized compositions are practically an 
impossibi lity, since no contestant knows what he will be called upon 
to explain. It might be what liberty of the press means, or wh y a cur
rent problem should be solved in a certain way, or how important 
it is to cast a vote. 

It is understood, of course, that an expository essay may include 
passages of both narration and description. Often the very best way 
to make an explanation is to narrate an incident \1·hich illustrates 
what is meant, and su rely no explanation of how to do something 
(like operating a machine, for instance ) could amid description. 
But both narration and desc ription must be included onh- to make 
clear an explanation, and must, therefore, be subse rvient to the main 
purpose of exposition. 
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II 

Sponsors and Judges 

Both sponsors and judges act in the role of teachers, the former 
before the contest, the latter after the contest is ove r. One of the main 
functions of a sponsor is to give the participants opportuni ty for 
practice in, first, the separate skills or phases of expository writing, 
and, finall y, in the writing of complete essays of the type and length 
required by the contest. A second import ant function is the apprai sal 
of what the students have written and giving criticism and suggestions 
for impro\'cment. 

One important kind of practice in expository skills, which m any 
sponsors are inclined to ove rlook, is reading and analyzing \\'Cll
writtcn expository essays. The ability to write exposition seems in
extricably related to the ability to read it. Perhaps the reason is that 
both a rc but two aspects of the abili ty to think, which is, to a large 
extent, the ability to handle words. At any rate, learning to read ex
position wi th real comprehension is part of the training necessary 
in lea rning to \\Tite it . This does not mean that the reading should 
be worked on fi rs t and the writing second. They must be handled 
together, with the writ ing growi ng out of the reading. Writing abou t 
an cssa\' the student is trying to read will help him to read it better, 
and only an intelligent reading of the essay will enable the student 
to write about it. 

Practice in reading should stress accuracy and completeness of 
understanding. Both begin with a knowledge of the meaning of indi
vidual words encountered, and there is no better way of increasing 
any student's vocabulary than by having him read both extensivelv 
and intensively. When reading extensively, he should be encouraged 
to learn word meanings by their context ; v.·hen reading intensively, 
he must realize that if he cannot ascerta in meanings by con text he 
must then resort to the dictionary. 

From the meaning of words to the meaning of sentences is a logi
cal step. The student should fully understand each sentence, and 
the best way of discovering whether or not he does is to have him 
sta te its meaning in his own words, or to have h im give from his own 
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experience an example of a generalization stated by the author. At 
this point practice in reading clearly merges with practice in writing, 
for explaining in his own words is practice in exposition, as is mak
ing meaning clear by giving an example. In fact, all training in ex
position must be a combination of reading and writing. 

When it comes to the next largest unit, the paragraph, the sponsor 
can be of very great help by first calling to the attention of the stu
dents the relationships between sentences and the transitional de
vices by which the author has indicated them, and then later having 
the students point them out. A mere awareness of such devices will 
lead to the student's employing them when he writes. Such training 
leads, of course, directly to a consideration of the meaning of specific 
paragraphs as units of thought. 

It may sometimes be well to have students look for topic sentences, 
but since they are often but a point of departure for a paragraph 
(a springboard, as it were), it is often more advisable to have the 
student state in his own words the central or main idea conveyed by 
the paragraph. The writing of a sentence summarizing a paragraph 
affords excellent practice in expository writing. 

After practice in grasping and expressing the meaning of para
graphs, comes practice with still larger units of thought-the re
lationship between paragraphs. H ere the student will learn how 
organization contributes to meaning, and will come to realize that 
he must plan his organization if his own writing is to convey his 
meaning fully and clearly. One good way by which the student can 
indicate his grasp of paragraph relationship is to make an analytical 
sentence outline of essays read. 

Again, since the sentences of the outline will be in the student's 
own words, he will be getting practice in the writing of exposition. 
If once a student succeeds in getting down a full outline of an essay 
he has read-including the writing of a sentence summarizing the 
essay's main thought (a " thesis" sentence )-he will perhaps realize 
that he has never read before, never realized what reading means . 
And he will have learned a great deal about writing, too. 

These t rai ning techniques will show the student how necessary 
thinkinr; is to writing, and will convince him that the best motto 
he could adopt as an entrant in a Ready Writing contest is , "Think 
before you write." He will have learned a most important lesson 
abou t exposi tory writing, that thinking, and hence writing, has to be 
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organized, and its corollary, that organization must come before 
writing. 

He will have picked up much, incidentally, about how to organize 
and about how to indicate to the reader his organization. If he has 
outlined another's essay and written a thesis sentence for it, he will 
be well along on the road to writing a thesis sentence and an outline 
for an essay he is to write. If he has gone one step further and, from 
his outline, written in his own words a precis of an essay he has read, 
he will have gone through almost every step involved in writing an 
expository essay-and learned at every step. 

Practice in "original" writing might well begin with the paragraph 
unit. Perhaps the opening sentence of a paragraph could be given 
and the students asked to complete the paragraph. Or the practice 
could consist of writing an opening paragraph, say, of an essay on an 
assigned subject. Too much of this might be stultifying, but a little 
of it will serve to give training in making the paragraph a solid 
thought unit. 

The fina l stage in preparing students for the contest is practice in 
writing full-length essays on subjects similar to those used in the 
contest. 

Choose topics within the realm of the students' experience and 
comprehension, of course- small topics rather than large ones: "A 
Change That Should Be Made in M y School" rather than "Weak
nesses in the United Nations Organization." 

Give subjects that are definite, restrictive even, rather than those 
which encourage students to hop off in any direction they choose. 
The following sample list is indicative of both the range and nature 
of topics used in the contest itself: 

What I s Sportsmanship? 
Moderation : Key to Good Living, or F0<mula for M ediocrity? 
The Educational Value of Movies 
How Free Should Free Speech Be? 
How My Community is Preventing Juvenil e Delinquency 
How the Movi es Have Misled Mc 
Common Misconceptions about Texas 
What Modern Scientific Farming Can Do for My County 
What Should Be Done to Improve the Athletic Program of :My School' 

The sponsor's job of providing practice is clearly not one that can 
be undertaken a week before the contest. 'Vriters cannot be prepared 
that way any more than can athletes . No coach would dream of train-
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ing his team only a week before sending it in to play a championship 
game. Writers, too, need long and steady practice. 

Providing practice, though, is not all that the sponsor must do; 
he must judge the results of the practice and make criticisms and 
sugges tions for improvement. In judging, he will of course follow the 
"Criteria for Evaluation" set down for the contest, having taken care 
to discuss those criteria with the students. The criteria (set forth in 
the next section) are self-explanatory, but a few additional words 
may be helpful in indicating what the judges at the state meet con
sider important. 

First of all, the sponsor should insist that the papers be on the sub
ject assigned. If the topic chosen is "How My Community is Pre
venting Juvenile Delinquency" and an essay is about how the com
munity should act, the essay should be rated low and severely criticized 
no matter how good it may be. In a state meet a paper not on the 
subject has almost no chance of winning. 

Insist next that every paragraph be the full development of a single 
idea. Do not accept as paragraphs some two or three lines consisting 
of a sentence or two. To get good paragraphs, encourage even a pro
lifera tion of specific details, illustrations, or examples. Seldom do 
paragraphs contain too many; almost always they contain too few 
to make meaning clear. 

The role of the judge is no easier but only less prolonged than that 
of the sponsor. He must, of course, judge according to the "Criteria 
for Evaluation," and must be, therefore, thoroughly competent in 
distinguishing between good and poor expository writing. But even 
more important than his actual ranking of the papers is the criticism 
which he gives after the winning papers are announced. Here the 
judge is the crucial person in making the contest a success or a failure. 
For the purpose of the contest is not to pick winners but to help all 
the entrants to improve their writing. A contest which ends without 
a criticism of the papers by the judges is ipso facto a failure. It would 
have been almost better, indeed, to have had no contest at all. 

Criticism, however , does not mean denunciation of a paper's faults . 
It means showing the student wherein his essay is weak, yes, but also 
getting him to understand what he should do to make it stronger. 
And even if a student has won, he should feel that he has learned 
from the criticism how to make his next piece of writing better. For 
the contest is conceived as a learning situation, and the judges must 
therefore function as teachers. 
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Ill 

The Criteria for Evaluation 

Not only the judges and sponsors of a Ready Writing contest need 
be familiar with the criteria by which papers entered in the contest 
are judged, but every contestant should know them well and under
stand them thoroughly. Only if you know the points upon which you 
are to be judged will you be able to include those points in your 
writing. And c\·en though these standards are printed each year in the 
Constitution and Contest Rules of the Cni\·ersity Interscholastic 
League, it may not be amiss to include them here . Study them care
fully. 

The Criteri a for Evaluation-The compositions a re to be graded as 
to relative excell ence in interest, organization, and correctness of style. 
While the judges are to take into consideration all three of these cle
ments in selecting the most effective compositions, they shall st ress the 
clement of interest more than either of the other two, and the clement 
of organ ization more than correctness of style. 

(a ) Interest depends primarily upon substance, upon having some
thing to say that is worth saying because of its acuteness of analysis or 
its originality of thought. It depends next upon clari ty, for no reader 
can be interested unless he understands exactly the writer's ideas or 
points. It depends finally upon treatment that is fresh, individualized, 
an outgrowth of the writer's character and experience. 

(b) Organization has clarity as its main goal. The plan of the whole 
composition shou ld be such that each part con tri butes to an understand
ing of the writer's main idea or thesis, no part being misl ead ing or un
related to that thesis . The organization of each paragraph should be 
direc ted to the logical and full development of one idea. 

( c ) Correctness of style is of two types. The first, and the one to be 
most stressed by the judges, is tha t based upon an attempt to achi eve 
clarity of communication. Sentence structure, punctuation, gram mar, 
and word usage which hinder cl ear communication are thus to be 
considered incorrect. A less important kind of correctness is that which 
is based upon mere convention. Sentence structure, punctuati on, gram
mar, \\'Ord usage, and spelling "errors" which do not hinder clear com
munication but which fail to confo rm to so-ca ll ed "standards" constitute 
thi s type of "incorrectness." 
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IV 

Advice to Contestants 

Preparation 

Since you, as a contestant, realize that you must prepare yourself 
for the contest you are to enter, the first advice to be given is that 
you enter wholeheartedly into the training program set up by the 
coach or sponsor. That program is designed to help you get ready 
for the contest, but it will accomplish little unless you cooperate fully. 
Just as calisthenics done half-heartedly will not increase muscle tonus, 
so writing practice engaged in lackadaisically will not increase the 
ability to write well. Do your very best on every exercise suggested. 

A second piece of general advice about prepara tion for entering a 
contest is that you attend each year the conference for Ready Writers 
held in your region. Most of the Student Activities Conferences 
have a section devoted to Ready Writing. The whole purpose of 
the conferences is to help you to write better, and on the programs 
a re teachers from The University of Texas, from the host institutions 
that sponsor the conferences, and from high schools in the regions 
where the conferences are held. Those attending have a chance to be 
coached in their writing, to have answered questions that may be 
bothering them, to discuss and hear discussed essays which won in 
previous contests, and to get and put into immediate use pointers on 
good writing. The conferences are for your benefit ; plan to attend one 
of them this year. 

The Subject 

When you enter a R eady Writing contest, these hints about choos
ing your subject may come in handy. Always choose a subject in the 
discussion of which you can appear to good advantage; that means 
one you know about and are really interested in. If possible, choose 
a subject relating to something with which you have had personal 
experience. Choose a subject which is narrow, or which you can 
narrow down and still cover, rather than a broad and general sub
ject. 

Once you have chosen your subject, one of the most important 
th ings to remember is that you must write on the subject. Most con-
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testants both know and remember that, but many do not seem fully 
to realize what writing on the subject involves ; they think that if 
they touch on the subject they are writing on it, or that if they devote 
their remarks to some key word in the title they can overlook the 
qualifying words. To use again the example giYen in the section on 
"The Role of the Sponsor and Judge," a paper on what should be 
done to prevent juvenile delinquency is not on the subject "What My 
Community is Doing to Prevent Juvenile Delinquency" even though 
the key words "juvenile delinquency" do appear in the chosen title. 

If you think of your essay as an answer to an examination question , 
you can scarcely go wrong, for you will clearly see that a paper on 
the causes of the American revolution would not answer a question 
which asked you to state the importance of that revolution. Learning 

to analyze a subject to see what the subject calls for will also be of 
help. 

Most subjects call for certain things to be done in the essay; it 
might be said, even, that they dictate an overall plan for the essay. 
This does not mean that the organization or outline of every essay 
on the subject must be the same. Complete originality is possible, 
in fact . It does mean, however, that unless certain things are done 
somewhere in the essay, the subject will not have been written upon. 

Let us use the subject "Common Misconceptions about Texas" as 
an example for analysis of what the subject calls for. Looking first at 
the possibilities for original, individualized , even unique essays, we 
can see that the subject does not prevent complete originality. No two 
people, for instance, are aware of the existence of exactly the same 
misconceptions, nor do any two people have exactly the same sources 
of information about what Texas is "really" like . And surely no two 
people feel the same about Texas or about the erroneous ideas which 
other Americans, including some Texans, may have about that state. 
Clearly, the subject does not prevent originality. 

But just as clearly the subject does impose a fundamental plan 
which the writer cannot possibly avoid if he is to write on the subject. 
For that subject demands that you do two things in your essay, no 
matter what misconceptions you may write about. It demands that 
you state the conceptions (or ideas) which people have about T exas, 
state them and explain them in such detail that the reader will under
stand exactly what it is tha t people do believe about Texas. And it de
mands that you pro\'C to the reader that those conceptions are mis-
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conceptions, that you prove those ideas false by convincing him what 
the truth about Texas is. Unless you do both of these things, you will 
not have written on the subject and your essay will stand no chance 
in a contest, for the subject demands that those two things bo done. 

Organization 

The organization of your essay begins when you analyze the sub
ject you have chosen to see what it demands. With this analysis com
pleted, it remains only to plan how you can best present the material 
demanded by your subject. Once you know what you have to do, it 
is basically a matter of the order of presentation. Most people find that 
writing clown a sketch of this order of presentation (writing an out
line ' is most helpful. For the purposes of the contest you need not 
spend time over minor details such as balancing the grammar of your 
headings to make them parallel, seeing to it that you have a "2" for 
every "I " an<l a "b" for every "a," or filling in all details. 

Concentrate, rather, on the cardinal principle of organization: keep 
the reader constantly in mind. Decide which order of presentation will 
be best from the reader's point of view, remembering to include ex
planations of any terms which may not be immediately clear to him, 
and remembering not to make a number of involved explanations 
at the first of the paper and then expect the reader to apply them in 
detail at the last. Place explanations close to their applications. 

Keeping the reader in mind does not mean that you should plan 
to write what you think a judge would like you to say. Write what you 
honestly believe or know; no competent judge will rate your paper low 
just because he happens to disagree with the sentiments or ideas you 
express. Besides, you will find it most difficult to write well what 
you do not feel or believe, and thus your paper may well be rated low 
because of an attempt to please the judges. It is true, however, that 
there are some things judges don't like, not because of their personal 
predilections or bias, but because these things constitute bad writing. 
So do not in your organization plan to include the spread-eagle type 
of noble and ultra-patriotic statements that crowd most political cam
paign utterances, nor any sentimental appeals to the heartstrings asso
ciated with Home, Mother, God, and Country. In short, plan to be 
honest in your writing, to be yourself. 

Paragraphs 

When told that most paragraphs in essays submitted for a Ready 
Writing contest are too short, many students think that they can 
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remedy the difficulty simply by indenting less often. But the writing 
of good paragraphs is not at a ll a matter of mere indentation: it is a 
matter of knowing what to say and how much of it to say. Just as 
the subject dictates what must be said in an essay, so the first sentence 
of a paragraph (unless it be a purely transitional sentence ) dictates 
what the paragraph must contain. For the first sentence of each para
graph raises in the reade r's mind a t least one of three types of quPs

tions, and it is ob\' ious that it behooves a writer to answer the question 
or questions he has raised. 1 Once that first sentence of a paragraph is 
written and the questions are thus raised in th e reader's mind , both 
what must be said in the paragraph and how much must be said has 
been, as it were, forced upon the writer, for he must not onh' ans\,·er 
the questions but answer them clearly and fully. 

One kind of opening sentence may make the reader say to himselL 
"Now just what , exactly, does the writer mean by that ?" Such a 
sentence as "We have true freedom in the United States" would surely 
cause a reader to ask, "Just what, exactly, does this writer mean by 
Freedom~" Unless the writer realized that he had raised that question , 
he might go right on to telling how important freedom is in the 
United States, but he would have wasted his efforts because the reader 
would still be saying, "That's all well and good , but what is this 
freed om you're claiming is so important." Of all the questions raised, 
this one about what you m ean is the one most often left unanS\\·ered 
by participants in a R eady Writing contest. Double check \'Ourself 
to see if you've raised and failed to answer this ques tion concerning 
meaning. And do not be satisfied with half-answers . A dictionary 
definition of freedom will , for instance, be of almost no value. A full 
explanation made clear by numerous examples and illustrations is 
what is called for. 

The second type of question is not often ignored in Read\· Wri ting 
contests. I t is raised by such an opening sentence as "We should elect 
Mr. Blank our Senator." Almost no writer, having written that sen
tence a t the first of a paragraph, would fai l to go right ahead and give 
his reasons in favor of Mr. Blank's election, for it would be clear that 
the reader would be asking, "Why do you think so?" But often when a 
paragraph begins with a statement like "Another reason we should 

1 For a full discussion of paragraphing considered from this point of , ·iew, 
see Composition for C ollege Students, by J oseph M. Thomas, Frederi ck :\ . 
M anchester, and Franklin W . Scott, published by the M acmi llan Company. 
In the Fifth Edition, 1948, this materia l will be found on pp . 151 - 168. 
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start a band is that it will foster school spirit," a contestant will blithe
ly proceed to prove how a band will foster school spirit without real
izing that his reader is saying to himself, "Hold on, now; why do 
you think it a good thing to foster school spirit?" Be sure you recognize 
what questions you are raising; leaving questions unanswered is a 
mark of poor paragraphing. 

The final type of question raised by opening sentences of para
graphs is "So what?" or, more politely expressed, "Of what impor
tance is the sta tement you have made?" If you should begin a para
graph "This is the first writing contest I have ever entered," any 
reader, including a judge, would want to know why you had men
tioned that fact, what bearing it had on what you have to say or how 
the paper should be read. If you failed to answer that question, a 
judge might well decide that you were trying to get him to "go easy" 
on your paper, and would more than likely resent your trying to in
fluence him. You should never, of course, make a statement that is 
not important or pertinent to your subject, but you must be sure that 
you have made clear to the reader the importance or pertinence of 
what you say, and not leave him in an irritated mood asking, "Well, 
so what?" 

Thinking of your paragraphs in terms of the questions you have 
raised in the reader's mind will not, naturally, solve all the problems 
of writing good paragraphs, but it will take care of some crucial ones. 
Paragraph unity, for instance, will no longer be a problem. You will 
always be on the subject of your paragraph as long as you are answer
ing the questions you have raised, for the subject of any paragraph is 
the answer to the questions its first sentence has caused the reader to 
ask. And the eternal questions "How long should this paragraph be?" 
is answered immediately; it should be just as long as it takes you to 
answer the questions raised by its first sentence. Stop when you have 
answered them fully and clearly, but not before. 

A few suggestions about opening and closing paragraphs may be 
helpful. In your opening paragraph get right into your subject with
out any wind-up. That means that your opening paragraph should 
not be thought of as an "introduction." You have all heard a speaker 
introduced at such length that when he finally rose to speak, his 
allotted time was almost gone. If you have something to say in your 
paper, you will need all the time and space allowed you to get it said; 
limit your "introduction" to the first sentence or two of your opening 
paragraph. And take care in your opening paragraph to set the tone 
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your essay is to have. If you get started quickly and establish the tone 
of your paper in the first paragraph, you will succeed, without con
sciously trying, in making that paragraph do the most important 
thing an opening should do-arouse the interest of the reader. A 
conscious attempt to gain interest is almost certain to result in failure . 

Don't use the after-dinner-speaker's approach of beginning with 
a "cute" or "funny" story which you try (always unsuccessfu lly ) to 
link with the subject you are writing on. That technique is boring 
in speeches; it is inexcusable in writing. And don't seek to arouse 
interest by exaggerating your statements, by claiming more im
portance or significance for your subject than it really has. Such 
claims may arouse interest, but when they are proved false by the 
rest of the paper, the reader's interest will turn to resentment. Nor 
should you begin by self-depreciation . Any statement remotely simi
lar to " I don't really know anything about this subject, but . . . " 
will cause a reader to decide immediately that the paper is not eyen 
worth reading. Such a statement in a closing paragraph will not keep 
the paper from being read, but will surely cause the reader to throw 
it down in a fury at having wasted his time reading it . You should 
not, of course, claim to know more than you do, either; absolute 
honesty and candor are the best policy. But remember (though you 
need not remind the reader of the fact ) that on one kind of informa
tion you are the world's greatest authority-yourself and Your 
experiences . 

Sentences 

Little of value about writing sentences can be told in a short space, 
but three often-heard rules are well worth repeating. First, a\·oid as 
the death "choppy" sentences. They are infallible signs of immature 
thinking and will label your essay as "bad writing." Second, vary 
your sentence pattern. Use not only simple and compound sentences, 
but complex and compound-complex sentences as well. And gain 
further Yaricty by occasionally breaking the usual subj ect-verb-ob
ject order. Third, avoid cliches; they are devastatingly boring. 

One other rule should be added-one not often heard and seldom , 
unfortunately, put into practice by R eady Writers. It is a rule made 
up by a professional writer of renown and applied by him to his O\rn 

writing. " ~1urder your pets." Cross out and rewrite a sentence of 
which you are particularly proud, which appeals to you as unusually 
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good, which you have worked especially hard to phrase. To urge such 
infanticide may seem cruel, but it is based on the sound observation 
that a parent sees his child with prejudiced eyes, especially when that 
child is a brain-child. If contestants would murder their pets, much 
of the cuteness and bizarreness of phraseology objected to by judges 
would disappear. 

Words 

Wear your learning as you should your clothes, without ostentation 
or parade, naturally. If a word comes to you without effort, use it, 
for it is more than likely the best expression of your meaning and the 
most appropriate one to your subject and to the tone in which you 
are discussing it. The search for the "unusual" word will result in 
your meaning not being communicated clearly and your tone being 
broken by a jarring discord . Be economical as well as natural in your 
use of words. Don't use a Se\·enty-fi\·e-cent \vord when you can get 
the meaning you want with a ten-cent word. 

This does not mean, of course, that you should give up enriching 
your vocabu lary. It is just a caution to remind you that one has to 
possess wealth of any kind a long time before it becomes natural to 
him. We all laugh at the man who goes about showing off his first 
dollar, or even his first million; after wealth has become natural to 
him, he can use it without arousing comment. It is the same with 
words. 

Last Words 

The worth of this contest to you depends to a large extent upon 
the spirit in which you enter it. If you are entering just to win, you 
are entering in the wrong spirit. The purpose of the contest is to 
teach , not to swell egos. You should enter it, therefore, to learn, not 
to triumph. Many times a winner comes to the critique held at the 
close of the contest to bask in the praise he expects to hear, only to 
be shocked and angered when the judge points out the faults and 
weaknesses of his essay. Such a contestant obviously entered to win. 
Make it your resolve not to be content just to u:in the R eady Writing 
contest you enter, but to be content only if, win or lose, vou have 
learned from it. 
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